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Wings out West 2020 Launch Plan 

11-15 March 2020 
Trundle NSW 
 

1. Design of Tow Strips 

There are a number of requirements for the WoW 2020 tow strips as follows; 

 Tow strips need be orientated to accommodate all possible wind directions to allow close to 

head wind conditions on launch. 

 Tow strips need to be at least 1.8 kms long 

 With the need to launch 35 pilots within as small a time period as possible, there is an 

imperative to operate sequentially from multiple tow pads at a safe separation distance.  

 Tow strips need to be free of obstacles for both the tow vehicles and the pilots on tow. 

 Tow vehicles will be required to rewind the tow line without interfering with tow operations 

and before returning to the launch start area.   

 The tow launch pads need to be sufficiently separated and clear to allow the pilots to lay out 

their wings unobstructed and for some lateral movement on launch.  Launch Pads are 

tarpaulin covered to reduce the likelihood of line snags. 

 There needs to be an easily visible wind sock in the start launch area. 

 There needs to be a bomb out landing area to the rear/side of the launch start area. 

 Tow strips need to be slashed to minimize the likelihood of grass fires from under-vehicle 

heat.  Tow vehicles to carry fire extinguishers. 

 

2. Competition Launch order 

 Upon registration, pilots will be provided with a WoW 2020 competition number. Pilots will 

retain that WoW 2020 competition number throughout the competition.  

 Each competition day the launch order will be by random selection of pilot competition 

numbers.  In this way there is no advantage given to any pilot, irrespective of rank or 

previous task results.  Pilots are required to know their launch order for each task. 

 Pilots are to provide their launch order to the launch coordinator prior to entering the start 

area. The Launch coordinator will also request their Wow 2020 competition number for ID 

verification. 

 Pilots who enter the start area, but are not ready or exceed their time window (see launch 

start area section), will be rescheduled into round 2 of the launch. 

 Pilots who elect not to take up their launch order as it becomes available in round 1, will 

have to wait until their launch order in any of the subsequent launch order rounds, forfeiting 

their higher order place. 
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 Pilots who do not “get away” after launch and land in the bomb out area, will be permitted 

to re-launch, but will have to wait till their launch order in any subsequent launch order 

rounds. Pilots who land within a 5km radius of launch will be permitted to re-launch after 

retrieve, but will have to wait until their launch order in any subsequent launch order round.  

 

3. Launch Protocol (to apply on the Practice Day and Competition Task Days) 

Pre-launch preparation 

 The Competition Director will assign a UHF frequency for the task.  It is the pilot’s 

responsibility to ensure that they know that task frequency and radios are ready and locked 

on that frequency.   

 Pilots are required to ensure, prior to moving to a Launch pad that; 

o Their GPS navigation instrument is ready with the task in situ. 

o UHF radio is locked on the assigned launch frequency and radio check completed. 

o Their SPOT/Garmin Delorme or retrieve tracking device is operational with tracking 

turned on so that the competition director will be aware of the pilots location at all 

times. Pilots are required to register their SPOT/Garmin Delorme device with 

Highcloud (see information on how to do this on the WoW 2020 website). 

o VHF radio, if carried, is locked on the frequency most likely to be required for the 

specific task.  All non-controlled airfields in the competition area (Condobolin, 

Young, Parkes, Narromine) are CTAF 126.7.  Dubbo CTAF is 134.0 

o Helmet, eye protection, gloves and other protective clothing are worn.  

o Appropriate hydration container is stowed 

o Wing is connected correctly to their harness  

o Tow bridle connected to carabiners and weak link prepared and ready to connect to 

the tow line. 

Launch Start Area 

 Pilots are required to report to the launch coordinator in their designated task launch order 

and state their task launch order before entering the launch area.  Pilots will also be asked 

for their WoW 2020 competitor number for ID verification. 

 The Launch Coordinator will ask if the pilot is ready, as described above in pre-launch 

preparation.  Once this is complete the launch coordinator will assign the pilot to one of 

two/three launch pads and the pilot may then enter the start area. 

 Once into the launch area the pilot is in the hands of the Launch Director.  The Launch 

Director will be ultimately in charge of the safety and smooth operation of the tow process 

and will supervise tow pad assistants. 

 The Launch Director shall oversee the tow bridle connection to the tow line, however it is 

the pilot’s responsibility to carry out the connection and verify that he/she is ready to 

continue with the tow. 

 If the wind conditions are favourable for launch, each pilot will be allowed a prescribed time 

to launch once the tow vehicle is in place.  This time includes connecting the tow bridle to 
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the tow line.  If, at the discretion of the Launch Director, this time is exceeded then the 

Launch Director may ask the pilot to leave the start area and take their position in any of the 

subsequent launch order rounds.  The prescribed launch window for each pilot will be 

determined by the Launch Director based on the wind conditions and the experience of the 

pilot.  However, in the interests of launching all competitors in as short a window as 

possible, pilots are expected to be ready and take the first opportunity to launch.  Having 

said that, the decision when to launch remains that of the pilot alone and no undue pressure 

will be applied by the launch officials to launch if the pilot is not comfortable with the 

conditions. 

 The Launch Director shall do a short three way radio check with the pilot and the tow vehicle 

operator ensuring that the pilot Wow 2020 competition number is known to the tow vehicle 

driver and the tow vehicle number is known to the pilot.  Communication between the pilot 

and the tow vehicle and the Launch Director shall use the designated competition pilot and 

vehicle numbers.  Vehicle numbers will be clearly marked on the back of the vehicle. This is 

required to ensure that communication among other pilots in the tow process and in the air 

cannot be confused with tow launch communication. (See launch radio communication 

protocol below.) 

 

Launch radio communication protocol 

 Radio communication with the tow vehicle throughout the launch process, until the pilot is 

in complete control of his paraglider on tow, will be between the Launch director and the 

tow vehicle driver.  The Launch Director shall act as a proxy for the pilot but only 

communicate messages relayed from the pilot. (See launch sequence below for mandatory 

communication) 

 All communication while on tow between the pilot and the tow vehicle, will be proceeded by 

ID calls such as; 

o Pilot 23  is releasing 

OR  

o Pilot 23 weak link break 

This is important to ensure that all subsequent launch instructions are not confused with 

other launch communication.  Pilots who have released from tow are to be mindful of 

avoiding unnecessary radio communication while on the launch frequency.  Exceptions to 

this are communication related to weak link break or tow line break, and safety related 

communication. 

 Once the pilot has left the ground on launch and, in the eyes of the Launch Director, is safely 

in control of the paraglider, then the pilot can assume communication directly with the tow 

vehicle as required. 
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 The Safety Director and Launch Director will collectively decide if towing needs to be 

suspended/cancelled.  This includes pilots currently under tow and pilots in any subsequent 

launch order. 

Launch Sequence 

 It is the intention of the Launch Director to launch all competitors/flying mentors within as 

short a start window as possible including bomb outs re-launches.  Multiple tow vehicles will 

be operating on the tow strips at safe staggered intervals.  Pilots will communicate whether 

they will be doing a forward or reverse launch to the tow vehicle (via Launch Director). 

 The launch assistants may assist the pilot lay out their wing based on instruction from the 

pilot. 

 Connection to the tow line is to be done by the Launch Director only when they have the 

approval of the pilot and the given advice to the tow driver. 

 Once the pilot is connected to the tow line and the pilot is ready to commence the launch, 

the following launch sequence and radio instructions will occur by the Launch Director. 

o “Tow vehicle #, take up slack”.  Upon this instruction the tow vehicle operator will move 

the vehicle forward with a low tension setting to remove all slack in the tow line.  “Tow 

vehicle #, Pilot # will be doing a (forward or reverse) launch. Please confirm pilot #” 

FORWARD LAUNCH PROCEDURE 

o When the pilot is ready and prior to pulling the wing up, they will advise the Launch 

Director who will then radio “Tow vehicle #, imminent, imminent, imminent”.  This is a 

message to the tow driver to be ready to begin the launch.  

o When the pilot is ready to pull the wing up they will advise the Launch Director who will 

advise the tow driver via the call “All out, All, out, All out”.   

o The tow vehicle driver will start moving and build up some speed before starting  to 

increase the line tension up to a suitable level for a controlled rate of climb (approx. 80% 

max tow tension) 

o The pilot will resist the tension on the tow line until they are ready to pull the wing up.  

o The pilot will then pull the wing up.  If the Launch Director is happy that the launch will 

proceed safely and has not been called to abort the launch by the pilot or the viewing 

safety officer, the launch will continue. 

o Once the pilot has reached a comfortable safety height above ground, the Launch 

Director will call “Tow vehicle #, pilot # is in control”. 

o The pilot may advise the tow driver at any time after the prior call if they feel the tow 

tension needs to be increased or decreased  by announcing their pilot number and 

addressing the tow vehicle number; e.g. “Pilot 23 to Tow A please increase tow tension”.  

Please note that this is rarely required as the tow driver has the pilot’s all up weight 

details and has taken this into account.  

o The pilot will advise the tow vehicle driver of their intentions to release from tow just 

prior to doing so. “Pilot #  is releasing”, and as soon as possible after release advise 

“pilot # released and clear” 
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o If for any reason the tow driver needs the pilot to release, the driver will call “pilot #, 

release, release, release” 

 

REVERSE LAUNCH PROCEDURE 

 

o When the pilot is ready and prior to pulling the wing up, they will advise the Launch 

Director who will then radio “Tow vehicle #, imminent, imminent, imminent ”. The tow 

vehicle driver will then idle forward with only a low tension so that any subsequent pilot 

back stepping (toward tow vehicle movement) will not create any loose line at the pilots 

feet as it will be absorbed due to the vehicles motion. 

o The Launch Director will call 1, 2, 3 after the imminent call based on the tow vehicle 

progress. The pilot then inflates the wing, turning when ready, either remaining in a 

stationary position or walking towards tow vehicle as required by the prevailing 

conditions. 

o When the pilot has the wing under control, the Launch Director relays an “all out, all out, 

all out” call to the tow vehicle driver, who only then starts increasing the tow tension to 

a launchable amount, and increases speed as required depending on the wind strength. 

o Once the pilot has reached a comfortable safety height above ground, the Launch 

Director will call, “Tow vehicle #, pilot is in control”.  

o The pilot may advise the tow driver at any time after the prior call if they feel the tow 

tension needs to be increased or decreased  by announcing their pilot number and 

addressing the tow vehicle number; e.g. “Pilot 23 to Tow A please increase tow tension”.  

Please note that this is rarely required as the tow driver has the pilot’s all up weight 

details and has taken this into account.  

o The pilot will advise the tow vehicle driver of their intentions to release from tow just 

prior to doing so. “Pilot # is releasing”, and as soon as possible after release advise “pilot 

# released and clear”. 

o If for any reason ,the tow driver needs the pilot to release, the driver will call “pilot #, 

release, release, release” 

 

NOTE 

 

o Pilots will be advised at the Launch briefing, that there will be a designated thermaling 

direction while in the start area.  It is the pilot’s responsibility to maintain adequate 

separation from all subsequent tows.  Pilot on tow has the right of way! 

 

4. Tow Vehicle return to start area 

 

 Upon release of the pilot the tow vehicle operator will come to a halt and re-wind their tow 

line before they start their return to the tow start area.  The Launch Director, other tow 

vehicles and pilots in the start area, should always remain aware of tow vehicles returning to 
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the launch start area and wait until they are clear of the tow strip. Returning tow vehicles 

are to give way to tow vehicles with pilots on tow. 


